NIGHTS OF MUSEUMS

The starry night above me, the art inside and outside of me, could be the Kantian formula kindly
revised the juice of the "Night of the Museums" event in the round with the culture reached its
third edition in Rome. For this international event involving museums and institutions across
Europe (3000, in over 40 countries) Saturday, May 14 will be opened in the capital, with free
access from 20 pm to 2 am, more than 80 museums - state, civic, private - public libraries,
academies and foreign cultural institutions, as well as the Sapienza University, schools and
houses of culture, historic buildings. istituti e le case di cultura, i palazzi storici.
Capitoline Museums, Macro, Montemartini, Galleria Borghese, Palazzo Barberini, Palazzo
delle Esposizioni, Del Quirinale Stables, Castel Sant'Angelo, National Gallery of Modern Art,
Maxxi are some, perhaps the best known among the open spaces for this unique cultural
marathon night, but, just to make the numbers, there will be 98 permanent and temporary
exhibitions, events and 100 (always with free participation) in the program, theater and dance
performances, concerts, readings, screenings, lectures, tours and workshops .

Climax, the show of Max Giusti "Radio2 SuperMax" live in Piazza del Campidoglio from 21 to
22:30, live on Radio 2 and streaming video on the site Radio2.Rai.it. An hour and a half hours
of live music and famous imitations, parodies and gags along with Francesca Zanni. Special
guest Absolute Zero and Syria, who will perform accompanied by the Super Max Band and the
voice of sarahjane Olog.

Among other scheduled events remind the Israeli star Mosh Ben Ari, for the first time in Italy, in
concert at the House of Architecture and the Duo with Partenope Marco Siniscalco (bass) and
Antonella De Grossi (vocals), the Casa del Jazz , the bluesman Robert Ciotti at the Ara Pacis
Museum, the great jazz voice of Maria Pia De Vito with Guinga, composer, guitarist and singer
of modern Brazilian popular music in concert at Central Montemartini, and the concert of the
String Quartet Theatre dell'Opera in Rome at the Galleria Nazionale d'Arte Antica di Palazzo
Barberini, the concert at the Naples Central Macro Testaccio - The Pelanda with James
Senese, Ernesto Vitolo, Fredy Malfi, Rino Calabria, preceded by the ballet Heroes with Yossi
Berg and Oded Grof, Telit.Alla in collaboration with the National Gallery of Modern Art will take
place on the show Opera Seria and Opera Buffa in collaboration with the Accademia Nazionale
di Santa Cecilia, and the Markets of Trajan - Museo dei Fori Imperiali will host the concert Joe
Barbieri Trio "Maison Maravilha ", in collaboration with Unindustria.

The Night of the Museums of Rome, which in 2010 was among the subsidiaries in Europe,
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with more than 150,000 spectators, is promoted Roma Capitale, Department of Cultural Affairs
and Historical Center - Superintendent of Cultural Heritage, the Ministry of Heritage and
Culture, and the Chamber of Commerce of Rome. The project coordination and organization
are by Zètema Culture Project.

The full list of museums and events is available on the websites

www.museiincomuneroma.it - www.beniculturali.it
www.060608.it
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